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Abstract

The principal experimental results on the yield of the light charged particles in nucleus

- nucleus collisions at the low and intermediate energies are reviewed. Inclusive spectra of

light particles and their coincidences with the characteristic KX - rays, 7 - rays, neutrons,

projectile - like fragments, other light particles, fission fragments, and evaporation residues

are analyzed. The main theoretical models used for the description of the light particle

formation are briefly outlined together with their merits and shortcomings. The unsolved

problems of fast light particle formation, in particular, and of nucleus - nucleus interaction

dynamics, on the whole, are discussed with the outlooks of new experiments able to clear

up some of these problems.
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1. Introduction

Formation of the light charged particles (lighter than each colliding nucleus) is the most

intriguing problem of heavy ion physics. Hundreds experimental and theoretical works are

devoted to this problem. As early as 1961 Britt and Quinton observed a surprisingly intensive

yield of fast Q-particles in reactions with heavy ions [1], However, the violent interest to this

problem have been arising at the end of 70th (and being in progress up to now) when more

systematic inclusive and correlative measurements of light charged particles formation were

begun to carry out. In this connection, the most complete results received in Hahn-Meitncr

Institute (Berlin. Germany) [2-8], in KVI (Groningen. The Netherlands) [9-16], in LNR

of JIXR (Dubna. Russia) [17-23], and in Michigan State University (USA) [26,61.66-68.79]

have to be mentioned here.

A large interest to the problem of light particle formation in heavy ion collisioons is

caused by the several reasons. Firstly, the cross section of the light particles production is

very large (comparable with a total reaction cross section) and. therefore, their formation is

a common feature of the nucleus - nucleus collisions, the complete understanding of which

is unattainable without understanding of the formation mechanisms of these particles. Sec-

ondly, as experiments show, the properties of the mass, energy, and angular distributions of

the ejected light particles are sufficiently unexpected and (in some cases) are very difficult

for an explanation. Finally, it is well established that a considerable part of these particles

(sometimes - the largest one) are emitted just on the initial stage of the nucleus - nucleus

interaction and. therefore, contain an immediate information about the dynamics of this

interaction, in contrast with the decay products of the compound nucleus which forgot all

the way of its formation.

In this review article we mainly concentrate the attention on the physically most clear

and intelligible experimental regularities (confirmed by several experiments) trying to elu-

cidate: what do we know by this time reliably enough and what do we not know jet about

the mechanisms of the light particle formation and about the dynamics of nucleus - nucleus

interaction. A design of new experiments and an inspiration for developement of new theo-

retical approaches are the desirable purposes of such an analysis. So far as the most complete

experimental data on the formation of light particles in heavy ion collisions are obtained at

the low and intermediate energies, we consider here in the main the energy region up to 100

Mev/nucleon.
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2. What do we know exactly about the light particle formation
(experimental regularities)

2.1 Inclusive spectra

Mass distribution of light particles

At low energies the yield of the a - particles and protons dominates - Fig.l. here jus!

the Q-particles dominate at forward angles - Fig.2. With increase of the incident energy

the yields of all the light particles increase, however, at the energies above 100 MeV/nuclon

the character of the mass distribution changes sharply: the yield of light particles decreases

monotonously with increase of their masses - Fig.3. It may be interpretted as the gas phase

predominance in the overlap region of two nuclei at such energies.

rig.l

(FigT

Fig.3

Energy distribution of light particles

The main feature of the light particle energy spectra at forward (and even at intermediate)

angles is their "hardness": they decrease with increasing of the energy much slower than the

evaporation spectra of the corresponding compound nucleus - Fig.4. In Fig.5 the a-partide

velosity distributions are visualized. In fact, these are the energy spectra shown as the

functions of Q-particle velocity at the top of the barrier:

mi Ea —

In LNR JINR (Dubna) a special attention had been payed to the high energy tails of

such specta. These results are shown in Fig.6.

Fig.4
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(( Fig.6

Now we can formulate the main properties of the inclusive energy spectra of light particles

emitted in nucleus - nucleus collisions.

(1) The maximum yield lies at the light particle velocity which is less than the beam

velosity: v0^*, < v^am- It is the evidence for the noticeable relaxation processes on the stage

of the light particle formation.

(2) With increase of the beam energy the maximum of the double differential cros;

section moves to the light particle energy corresponding to the beam velosity (v°£p —* Vbeam'i-

however, even at the several tens MeV/nucleon there is considerable ''dissipative" part of

the light particle energy spectrum at V^(LP) < EiP < Eb$m.

(3) The lighter the projectile mass Aj, the closer to beam velosity vt,cam is the energy

spectrum peak (the less is its 'dissipative' part).

(4) With increase of the incident ion energy the maximal value of the cross section

i/s jp—(^Lp) increases sharply at first, but then a definite saturation is observed -

Fig.5.

(5) At the low energies (< 8 MeV/nucleon) the light particle energy specta stretch up to

their two-body kinematical limits corresponding to the 'cold' fusion of the projectile heavy

residue (/ — LP) and a target with formation of the compound - nucleus in its ground state,

here the breakdown in the slope of the high energy part of this specrum was found - Fig.G.

Angular distribution of light particles

"•I
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At the above barrier incident ion energies the ejected light particles have the common

forward direction: the higher their energy, the more pronounced is the forward angle peaking

- Fig.7. The angle of the grazing collision (so distinct in heavy fragment yield) i? not revealed

in inclusive angular distributions of light particles. It may testify to wider region of the

projectile impact parameters at which the light particles can be formed. At the maximum

of the energy spectra (i.e. at t'j,p ~ t'beam) the differential cross section falls down by the

several orders of magnitude with increase of the light particle angle, that obviously points

to the nonequilibrium mechanism of their formation on the initial stage of reaction, before
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all the kinetic energy is damped.

i We could obtain much more information from the light particle angular distribution? if

I one succeed in their detection not only within some energy bins but also within the sufficiently * „*
* •
I narrow windows of the angular momentum transfer.

Dependence of light particle yield on the incident energy

Unfortunately there is only a few systematic experimental data on the light particle

yield obtained for a fixed pair of colliding nuclei in a wide incident energy region. In Fig.S

the angle integrated cross section of the a - particle formation in reaction 1S9Tb(14 N, a) is

shown depending on the energy of incident ion [15]. The initial sharp increase of the a -

particle yield with increase of the beam energy is undoubtedly caused by the going to the

above-barrier region, i.e. by the overcoming of the Coulomb screening of the total geometry

reaction cross section. The further increase of the a - particle yield is connected mainly with

an increase of their multiplicity.

(Fig.S

li 2.2 Coincidences with the KX-rays of residual nuclei [12-16.21,28]

£
* At first sight, in the experiments on detection of light particles in the coincidence with

the characteristic KX-rays of the residual nucleus it would be possible to single out immedi-

ately the different reaction channels and, in that way, to determine the mechanism of their

. formation. However, at the sufficiently high incident energies one fails to do this because the

KX-ray radiation time is too long (in comparison with the nuclear time), and so we can not

discern the primary process. In spite of that, the KX-ray method can supply us with a lot

of the useful information, especially at the low incident energies when the excitation energy

of the reaction products is not too high. '

*

light fragment PLF and of characteristic KX-rays (that means the charge) of residual heavy-

nucleus B
I + A-> primary process -* PLF + B + -V

Let us consider the collision of the projectile / and the target A with the detection of a

H
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In such experiment we know the charge AZ =• Zj + ZA — ZPLF ~ ZB taken away by onr

or several undetected particles A", which can be formed either in fragmentation process

(including the decay of excited primary projectile-like fragment PLF^), or in evaporation

process of the excited primary target-like nucleus B'vr. Thus, the cross section of the channel

with AZ = 0, for example, corresponds only to the low limit of the primary binary reaction,

and, on the contrary, the sum over channels with ZB < ZA corresponds to the upper limit

of the elastic and inelastic process of the projectile fragmentation.

r Fig.9

In Figure 9 the partial cross sections are shown for some light fragments formed in

reaction UN + 159Tb together with the different residual nuclei [14,15]. We see, that at such

energies the mass transfer channels (with ZB > ZA) dominate in lighgt particle formation.

At low energies just the binary process of massive transfer (or incomplete fusion) with ZB =

ZA + (Z/ — Zpif) brings the main contribution. Kamanin et al. [21] showed that the a -

particles formed in such binary reactions (22Ne + Ta —* a + Tl + xn at E^=155 MeV)

are not evaporative ones. The energy spectrum of a-particles ejected in forward angles and

accompanied by the KX-rays of Tl (ZB = ZA + Zj — Za) was shown close to the inclusive

one. i.e. with effective 'temperature' T much more than the temperature of the possible

compound nucleus.

One more conclusion can be followed from the Fig.9: the break-up (fragmentation) of

the incident ion without noticeable mass transfer (leading to the channels with ZB < ZA)

brings not so large contribution to the total light particle yield at the energies below 20

MeV/nucleon and 9LP > 20°.

Some other interesting inferences based on the KX-ray method have been done in [12-16]

about the mechanisms of light particle formation. We do not present them here because they

are deduced with the help of additional (rather reasonable) assumptions about the nature

of the 'lost charge' AZ and about decay of excited primary nuclei.

a
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2.3 Coincidences with the neutrons [4-6.27]

The number of evaporated neutrons is unambiguously connected with the excitation en-'

ergy of residual nucleus. Thus, the Q-particles accompanied by the low neutron multiplicity

Mn are formed in peripheral process of the projectile break-up (direct or sequential) with

a small mass and energy transfer to the target nucleus. On the contrary, the Q-particles

counted in coincidence with the large number of shnulteniously emitted neutrons are origi-

nated in the processes with the larger overlapping of two colliding nuclei.

5-10

is-11

In Figure 10 the measured multiplicity distributions of neutrons emitted together with

the Q-particles in reaction 2OjVe -f 197Au [5] are shown. Basing on these data the three

components can be singled out from the inclusive yield of Q-particles - Fig.ll:

(1) isotropic ("evaporative') part being only a few percent of the total forward-emitted

Q-particles;

(2) 'break-up' (fragmentative) Q-particles;

(3) 'nonequilibrium' forward-emitted Q-particles accompanied by the large number of

neutrons.

The peripheral 'break-up' process with low neutron multiplicity accounts for about 40% of

all 'nonevaporative' Q-particles at the incident energy E/ve=20 Mev/nucleon [5]. The energy

spectrum of Q-particles obtained in such process was found wider in comparison with the

spectrum of 'nonequilibrium' Q-particles [5]. Unfortunately, the experimental conveniences

did not allow one to measure these spectra in a sufficiently wide a-particle energy region, in

particular, the most interesting high energy parts of them.

2.4 Coincidences with the -)-rays [10.14.21,28-43]

The main object of the *j-ray multiplicity measurements in coincidence with the simulta-

neously emitted light particles is the determination of the angular momentum transfer and.

thus, the character of collision (central or peripheral) brought the predominant contribution

i : _
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to the yield of these light particles.

In Figure 12 the average -)-ray multiplicities are shown depending on the charge of the

projectile-like fragment emitted at the angle BPLF = 20° in reaction 14A' + ÏSSTb at E(y6 =

236 MeV [14]. Detection of the characteristic KX-rays allowed one to single out also the

charge of residual nucleus in this reaction. The increase of the average ">-ray multiplicity

with increase of mass transfer from the projectile to the target - the upper curve in Fig. 12 -

unambiguously confirms the peripheral and quasidirect (fast) character of such transfer: the

angular momentum transfer Atr is proportional to the mass transfer Amtr = mj — mpiF- The

lower curve in this figure (corresponding to Zg = ZA) is more difficult for an explanation.

The channel with ZB = ZA is caused both by the process of projectile break-up (in this

case the conjugate products ZPLF=3 and 4 or Zpip=5 and 2 are to have the same value

of My) and by the transfer process with the formation of high excited primary target-like

nucleus B^T, which evaporates the charged particles and transforms to the residual nucleus

B detected by the KX-rays. In spite of the obviously peripheral character of both these

processes, the corresponding angular momentum transfer was found to be much less than in

binary process of massive transfer (upper curve).

Table 1

Average 'f-ray multiplicity

measured in coincidence with fast a-particles

emitted at 13.5° < 6a < 37° in reaction 16O + 124Sn [42]

Energy

90 Mev

100 MeV

Channel

(a,3n)

(a,4n)

(a,4n)

(a.on)

My

13.4

12.7

15.7

12.6

°My

7.3

5.5

6.8

7.5

32.4

29.4

38.5

32.7

Experimental data on the average 7-ray multiplicities obtained in the reaction
m 5n( 1 6 0.aXn) ai E,ab= 90 and 100 MeV [42] are presented in Table 1. Two main conclu-

sions mav be done from this data.
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(1) The average value of impact parameter (6,) = (L,)/kx in reaction with the fast liglu

particle emission corresponds to the peripheral (but not ultimately grazing !) collisions:

(6,) ss 4.2 fm whereas bgT % 6 /m at E(O6 = 90 MeV in this reaction.

(2) The width o\t-, of the 7 - multiplicity distribution and. therefore, the width of L, -

window for the channels with the light paricle formation was found very large: —û "" ~ 0.5.

As a matter of fact, it is no wonder taking in mind the large value of the light particle

formation cross section.

In Fig. 13 the average 7 - multiplicity and the derived angular momentum transfer (A(r) are

shown depending on the energy of forward-angle emitted a - particles in reaction Ta(22.\'e. a)

at E$VJ = 155 MeV [21]. Recalculation of the angular momentum transfer A(r into the en-

trance channel angular momentum £, (with accounting for increase of the angular momentum

taken away by the a - particle with increase of Ea) shows that the average entrance channel

angular momentum (L,) weakly depends on the energy of forward-angle emitted a - particle

remaining at the value of about 50h slightly less than the value of Lgrazing for this reaction.

(Fig-12 ) (Fig-13

2.5 Coincidences with the projectile-like fragments [2,7,9,11,44-63]

The experiments on the simultaneously detection of l'%ht particles and projectile fragment-

residues allow us to judge the role of the incident ion break-up process and its mechanism

(elastic? inelastic? direct? sequential?). However, the interpretation of such experimental

data is very difficult, because the results depend strongly on the angles of detected fragments,

and the different break-up mechanisms (e.g., direct and sequential) lead, in fact, to the same

regularities. Moreover, without 4TT-detector it is very difficult to fulfill an integration over

J l the angles of fragment (conjugate with a given light particle) for obtaining the absolute

value of break-up cross section and the contribution of this process to an inclusive yield of

light particles depending on their angle and energy.

In Fig. 14 the relative yields of projectile-like fragments in coincidence with a - particles

are shown for reaction 20JVe + 93Ar6 -* a + PLF + X at ENe = 30 Mev/nucleon [60].'

The mutual excitation spectrum of the target and projectile (derived from the kinematical

relations) for pure break-up channel 20A'e + 93Nb -> 16O + a + X is shown in Fig.15, and

• > . : . -
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v the same spectrum for the exit channel l2C + a in this reaction (which may be interpret ted «••* I

J . as the break-up of excited primary nucleus l 60* obtained in a - particle transfer reaction)

» is shown in Fig. 16. The total excitation energy E"ot: i.e., th" energy dissipated in entrance i

.7 channel, was deduced assuming the three-body kinematics [60]: ^

E'ot = E'PPLF + E'TLF = iKd' ~ QPPLF] - Qs +Qg9g, ' '•

vhere E^'FLF is the relative motion energy of light particle (LP) and detected fragment

(PLF), QppLF = MPPLF - MLP - MPLF PPLF = LP + PLF, Qsg3 = (MP + MT) -

(MLP + MPLF + MTLF), —QZ = Epyaj — [EpiF + EL + ETLF)- In conclusion, in Fig.17 the

Q3-spectrum is depicted characterizing the inelasticity of reaction 16O+197Au —» a+12C+A

at Ei6O= 424 and 520 MeV [59].

(Fig-16

In spite ot the detected particles (LP and PLF) are not obligatury the piimary reaction

products, the data showed above admit of the following inferences. t j

(1) The different proje:tile-like fragments coincide with the a-partide, moreover, the

coincidence with the conjugate fragment (PLF = I — LP) does not predominate - Fig.14. *

It confirms the conciderable :ontribution of the transfer processes with subsequent break-up i3

of excited projectile-like fragment.

(2) Both elastic (Ejo, as 0) and inelastic (dissipative) processes of the incident ion break- .

up occur - Fig.15 and Fig.17. In reaction S3Nb(20Ne,l6Oa) the contribution of the projectile

elastic break-up (quasielastic peak in Fig.15) was found surprisingly small: only 25% of the

total yield of the forward emitted correlated fragments l6O + a. Notice, that this value

depends strongly on the ejection angles of LP and PLF.

(3) The energy loss in the transfer reaction with subsequent decay of the primary projectile-

like fragment was found much more than it could be expected for a direct few-nucleon transfer . .".'^

process - Fig. 16. The arrow marked by Qopt in this figure points to the optimal Q-value of f

• tf . the two-body primary reaction mi + m2 —* m3 + m4, assuming that a soft direct transfer of

the four nucléons occurs without momentum transfer [64]: £

opt — ~~" t^proj ^ lLO*Vl€v.
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In fact, the dissipated energy was found several tens of MeV more - Fig. 16. that obviously

points to some additional mechanism of energy loss in entrance channel besides the nucieon
i
' transfer. *"*"
i
J In contrast to the more or less clear situation with 'elastic' and 'inelastic' break-up

reactions (both of them are observed, and their relative contibutions depend on the mass

"J

) fo19 )
In Figure 20 the relative motion energy spectrum of the light fragments in reaction

and energy of incident ion and on the angles of emitted fragments), the distinction of the two »? .

I* break-up mechanisms - 'direct' and 'sequential' (when the incident ion is excited at first stage ' •

; . and then decays in two fragments) - is rather vague. In Fig.IS one of the first experimental

result on the angle correlation of a-paticles and projectile-like framents in reaction 14Ar+15977;

at E H N = 168 MeV [11] is shown. Asymmetrical part of a-particle angular distribution is

commonly attributed to the sequential decay of excited primary projectile-like fragment. In *

Fig. 19 the analogous experimental data are shown for reaction 20A:e + l9' Au —+ a + i6O + X

at the beam energy 20 MeV/nucleon [7]. At forward angles of heavy fragment - Fig. 19a -

we see some part of a-particles that may be due to sequential break-up, but at OPLF = 40° (

> BgTazing ss 20°) the nonsequential mechanism of incident ion break-up obviously dominates ,

in the yield of a-particles correlated with the projectile-like fragment. Predominated energy

of their relative motion for geometry Ba = —7°. BPLF — 40° was found also very large:

at Et6o= 424 Mev [59] is shown. This spectrum seems to be the evidence for sequential break- v--

up of excited projectile 16O* - the peak at Erei(a+12C) =s 4.5 MeV may be interpreted as the

decay of the oxigen excited state 2+ with E"= 11.47 MeV (the separation energy Esep ss 7.15

MeV). However, from an experience of theoretical and experimental analyzis of more simple

system - 2H - we know, that in a direct break-up process an optimal relative motion energy

is also nonzero and close just to the corresponding separation energy. Notice, in addition. >- ̂

that the width of the peak in Fig.20 is rather large (the more the reaction inelasticity, the à

wider is the relative motion energy distribution of break-up fragments [7.61]), and its position

is close to the Coulomb barrier of the a -r nC interaction. All these (and also the lack of the

adequate theoretical models) do "ot allow us to distinguish unambiguously the contribution



of sequential break-up to the total combined yield of the two projectile-like particles.

*>
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(Fig-20

2.6 Coincidences with the other light particles [8.26.35.36,62.63.65-67]

In experiments based on the KX-ray method with determination of the residual nucleus"

charge it was found by Siemssen et al. [13-15] that in reaction 14N + iS9Tb at EHA. = 6 -

22 MeV/nucleon the most part of the forward-angle emitted light particles are accompanied

just by the other light particles with the charges Z < 2, not by the projectile-like fragments

with ZPLF > 3. In fact, neither the projectile-like fragments nor the other light particles

were detected in coincidence with the given light particle in these experiments. Instead of

this, the partial cross sections of the given fragment formation in the channels with the

different residual nuclei were measured in reaction

o: +

PLF + B(KX)

+ ZB + AZ

The typical matrix of such partial cross sections is presented in Table 2. Subsecuent analysis

of these data was based on the following assumptions [15].

(a) The yield of the projectile-like fragment with ZPLF > 3 in the non-binary channels

(AZ ^ 0) is due to the proton- or Q-decay of the excited primary fragment, here the

Q-decay is favoured over two-proton emission. For example, the yield of boron in channel

with ZB = 66 (a ss 25 mb/sr. see Table 2) is due to the proton-decay of the excited primary

nucleus of carbon. Thus, the total cross section of the primary carbon nucleus formation,

for example, has been estimated as

<r(C) « 158 + 25 + 20 + 24 = 227mb/sr.

(b) The evaporation of light charged particles from the excited primary target-like nucleus

B"pr contributes only little into the cross sections of the charge non-binary channels with

AZ^O.

13
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Table 2

Partial cross sections of different fragment formation (in mb/sr)

at E{$h = 236A/eV and 6PLF = 20°

PLF

a

Li

Be

B

C

N

Residual nucleus {ZB)
64

71

9

2

6

18

11

65

215

23

7

46

105

232

66

290

24

20

25

158

67

220

40

12

57

68

185

15

S

69

140

16

70

7
>'• . .

a 1

Both assumptions (and especially (b)) are not undeniable ones. In spite of this, we list

here some inferences based on them and allowed one to decompose the total yield of the

light particles into the different channels (even if badly denned ones). Using the assumption

(a), from all the forward ejected a-particles in a channel with a given ZB we can choose the

evaporated ones (taking them at backward angles in the same channel), and the a-particles

accompanied by the projectile-like fragments with Zp^F > 3. For example, the total a-

particle cross section at 6a = 20° in the channel with ZB = 67 is about 220 mb/sr (see Table

2). However, the lithium cross section in this channel is 40 mb/sr. Assuming the Li nuclei

in the channel with ZB = 67 are due to decay of excited primary boron nuclei:

»JV + i f Tb - 6 7 Ho' + 3Li + a),

we get the cross section of about 40 mb/sr for the yield of a-particles accompanied by the Li

nuclei (designate it by afD in accordance with [15]). The remaining part of the cross section

(220 - 40 — o"£v) corresponds to the yield of a-particles accompanied by only the other light

particles with Z = 1,2.

In Fig.21 obtained in such a manner the decompositions of the forward-angle a-paricle

total cross section are shown for reactions 14;V+ 159Tb [15] and 20Ne+ lS9Tb [16]. In Fig.22

the inclusive yield of a-particles (the sum over all residual nuclei) is shown depending on the

14 it



incident ion energy. We see. that for relatively light incident ions (such as 14A') at the énergies

~ 6 -4- 22 MeY/nucleon the transfer processes (Zg > ZA) leading to the exit channels

with only light particles (Z < 2) dominate in forward-angle a-particle formation. The

contribution of the incident ion break-up process (with formation of a-particle accompanied

by a projectile-like fragment with Z > 3 in exit channel) increases with increasing of the

incident energy but does not exceed 25% of a°ot - Fig.21.

Fig.21(a,b) (Fig.22 (Fig.2.23

In Fig.23 the partial cross sections of the channels with formation of light particles only

{Z = 1,2) are shown for the different beam energy. At low energies just the binary massive

transfer process with formation of only one a-particle dominates. With increasing of the

beam energy the summary multiplicity of the charged light particles increases sharply, and

because of the high excitation energy of residual nuclei it becomes more difficult to estimate

the contribution of the primary processes in which these particles are formed.

Note, once again, that the results presented in Figs.21-23 are not obtained in direct

experiment, but derived from the additional assumptions (a) and (6).

(Fig-2-24

In Fig.24 the energy integrated double differential cross section of two simultaniously

emitted a-particles is shown depending on the angle of one of them at the fixed (forward

and backward) angle of the other one. Using these data one can obtain the contributions

of the different processes to an inclusive a-particle yield [8] (the summary yield of two

simultaneously emitted a-particles in this reaction is approximately 1100 mb).

(l)The complete fusion cross section with evaporation of two (or more) a-particles can be

obtained from the isotropic part of angular distribution estimated at backward angles of

both a-particles: a(CF => 2a) = 400 ± 50me. This value may be compared with the total

fusion cross section estimated at 800 mb [3] for this reaction.

(2)Incocomplete fusion reaction with one a-particle escaping in forward direction, while the

projectile remainder (here 160) fuses with the target with subsequent evaporation of one more

a-particle. The cross section of this process is obtained by the integration over the forward-

angle peak of nonevaporative a-particle and over the whole angle range of evaporative one
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(assuming its isotropic angular distribution) - Fig.24, 0ai = 160° :

<?7CF(1Û forward ejected + la evaporated) = 500 ± 60mè.

Two these processes (2*400 mb + 500 mb) almost exhaust the total yield of all evaporated

Q-particles in this reaction being about 1600 mb [8].

The contributions of the other reaction mechanisms to the simultaneous formation of

two Q-particles (decay of 8Be. 12C, etc.) were obtained not so evidently [8], and we do not

present here the corresponding figures. Note, finally, that relatively large cross section of the

process (2) calls in question the assumption (b) (see above).

An investigation of the projectile multiple dissociation with a 47r-detector (or with equiv-

alent detector system) allows one to get even more global results in comparison with the

two-body coincidence experiments. In [62,63] the multiple breakup of the 16O projectile

in peripheral collisions with 19'Au was examinned at the energies of 32.5, 50. and 70

MeV/nucleon. The events corresponding just to the projectile breakup reaction were se-

lected in the following way. 1) The sum of the charges of the detected light fragments ought

to be equal to the charge of the projectile. 2) The low-energy light particles evaporated

from an excited target-like nucleus were eliminated by the-corresponding energy threshold

for particle identification. 3) The laboratory velocity of the center of mass system of the

detected fragments - Vpp - is to be closed to the beam velocity.

Figure 25 shows the relative yields of the different exit channels ordered by their intenci-

ties. The largest yield was found for the two-body breakup of the projectile (16O —» C + He),

though the events corresponding even to the five-body dissociation of the incident oxygen

were found too. The relative yields of the different breakup channels are correlated ap-

proximately with the threshold separation energies ( Qo ) of the projectile into the given

fragments, here the relative yields for the more negative Q-value channels increase with

increasing of the incident energy - Figure 26.

(Fig.25 ie.26 }
Determining for each breakup event the relative kinetic energy of the fragments in the

center of mass system of the primary projectile-like nucleus

r
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one can restore the corresponding excitation energy (assuming the mechanism of sequential

breakup)

E;P =
Here V, is the laboratory velocity of a fragment, Vpp = is the velocity of

the projectile-like center of mass system, Ço is the threshold separation energy in a given

breakup channel. Obtained in such a manner resulting excitation energy spectrum of the

primary projectile-like nucleus (experienced two-body or multiple breakup) is depicted in

Figure 27. This spectrum has a maximum at low excitation energy, but extends also to

quite high excitation energies (up to 5 - 6 MeV/nucleon). With increasing of bombarding

energy the excitation energy of the projectile in all breakup channels increases insignificantly

[63]: E'roJ = 17, 21. and 25 MeV (in a channel C + He), and E^0]= 30, 40, and 53 MeV (in

a channel He + He + He + He) at the beam energies of 32.5, 50, and 70 MeV/nucleon.

Assuming a two-body kinematics of a primary mutual excitation process, the authors of

[62.63] deduced also the excitation spectrum of the target-like nucleus in breakup channels:

• !

Here A'pp is the kinetic energy of the primary projectile-like nucleus with excitation energy oï

£*p. A'T is the kinetic energy of the target like-like nucleus evaluated from the conservation

of momentum Pbcam = P T + Mp • Vpp. It was found that the excitation energy sharing

between the projectile-like nucleus and the target does not indicate any evidence for strong

equilibrium in the initial stage of the reaction and thus consistents with a fast excitation

process.

(Fig-27

Surely, such an analysis of the excitation energy of the projectile and the target suffers

from the usage of the additional assumptions about two-body kinematics of a primary process

and sequential mechanism of the multiple breakup, that is not well founded for such high

energies. It would be interesting within a given experimental method to analyse also the

events corresponding to the transfer processes (]T Z, is less or greater than Zproj) and their

relative contributions to the multiple yield of the light particles.

In the central collisions a nearly complete disintegration of a projectile and a target occurs

at the bombarding energies of about 100 MeV/nucleon. The multifragment emission in the

i
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36.4r+197.4u reaction at the energies E/A = 35. 50. 80. and 110 MeV has been measured in

[67] with a low-threshold 4--detector array. Among all detected charged particles A'c the

intermediate mass fragments (IMF: 3 < Z, < 20) were singled out, here the quasi-elastic

projecttile-like fragments as well as the heavy residues were not detected because the detector

array covers the polar angles of 0graztng < 0 < 160°.

(Fig-28

The mean values and the variances of the multiplicity distributions of intermediate mass

fragments were found to increase as a function of the total charged partikle multiplicity A'c

- Figure 28. Obviously, at such high energies the total charged particle multiplisity Ac is

connected directly with an impact parameter of collision: Nc is to be maximal in central

collisions. The multiplicity of charged particles associated with central collisions were found

to increase from Nc ~ 11 at E/A = 35 MeV to Nc a 30 at E/A = 110 MeV. Here the

average total detected charge increases from 22% of the total charge of the system at E/A =

35 MeV to 61% at E/A = 110 MeV, where a number of events were observed for which more

than 80% of the total charge of the system was detected. These latter events correspond to a

nearly complete breakup of the system into light particles and intermediate mass fragments.

In peripheral collisions (with Nc < 7) the narrow multiplisity distributions of intermedi-

ate mass fragments at NIMF = 0 were observed at all energies - Figure 28. In such collisions

IMF emission is an unlikely prosess (remind, that NIMF does not include the projectile-

like nuclei - products of quasi-elastic reactions - emitted at more forward angles). On the

other hand, for central collisions selected by large values of Nc the emission of intermediate

mass fragments is a common prosess for which the average IMF multiplicity increases from

(NIMF} ~ 1 at E/A = 35 MeV to {NIMF) % 4 at E/A = 110 MeV. At the highest incident

energy, events were observed in which more than 10 intermediate mass fragments (i.e.. with

Z, > 3) are detected in the exit channel.

2,7 Coincidences with the fission fragments

and detection of heavy residues [23,26,39.68-83]

Measureing the angle between two fission fragments of residual heavy nucleus in coinci-

dence with the light particle, we can obtain the value of linear momentum transfer Ap(r and,
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therefore, conclude about the character of reaction leading to this light particle emission:

Aptr = Pbeam corresponds to the complete fusion process. Aptr < pbeam - incomplete fusion.

Ap,r % 0 - grazing collision with subsequent projectile break-up.

Consider, at first, more simple experiment of such kind with the light incident ion. In

Fig.29 inclusive yield of fission fragments in reaction 6Li + 23&U at Ei,= 150 MeY [73] is

shown depending on their outgoing relative angle. In Fig.30 the energy spectra of deuterons

and protons in coincidence with these fission fragments are presented. The maxima of

energy spectra at forward angles correspond exactly to the beam velocity. In heavy ion

physics it is commonly interpretted as an indication to the incident ion break-up process is

the predominant reaction mechanism. In this case, however, it has been ascertained exactly

(see below) that forward-angle emitted deuterons are mainly due to the process of "massive

transfer" of a-particle from the projectile to the target nucleus. This fact is to be warning

against the hasty conclusions based on the common observations and not confirmed by the

direct measurements. Note, that for such light ions as lithium the dissipative processes are

of no importance if judge from the sharp decrease of cross section at VPLF < Vbcam - Fig.30.

(Fig-29 (TliS-30 J (Fis-31

K
i ;

; i

In Fig.31 the yield of residual nucleus fission fragments in coincidence with the deuterons

is shown depending on the linear momentum transfer estimated from the folding angle be-

tween two fragments. There are two main mechanisms of deuteron formation in this reac-

tion - break-up process of 6Li —> a + d. and incomplete fusion 23SU(6Li,d) - and just the

Q-transfer process dominates. As for the incident ion break-up process, it puts some contri-

bution only at very forward deuteron angles. Note, that massive transfer reaction plays here

an ever-growing role with increasing of angle and energy of light particle [73]. The quantity

R =
Pbeam

is the very usefull characteristic for analisis of reactions of such kind. Here p^(LP) and

P"( / I< / Ï ) are the longitudinal linear momenta of light particle and of fission fragments.

Hence. R = 1 corresponds to a complete accounting of the linear momentum in the reaction

(i.e.. a light particle multiplicity of one). In the present case, the average value of R was

found close to unity for deuteron yield at all the forward angles (confirming once again the

dominant contribution of Q-transfer channel).
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For protons the momentum balance calculation at forward angles leads to the averago

value (R) =s 0.84. Since the missing momentum is about | of pbeumi it corresponds tu

the loss of only one nucléon (with the beam velocity) and points to the importance of the

channel
6r: , 238r- /242 ,5Li d)

in proton fo.-mation [73]. Another distinctive feature of proton emission in this reaction is

their hard energy spectrum at backward angles, which was found much more wider than

evaporative spectrum of corresponding compound nucleus. This fact shows that an assump-

tion about the pure evaporative origin of light particles at backward angles is not always

true.

Reactions of such kind induced by the neavier incident ions are naturally more difficult for

an analisis due to a large multiplisity of emitted light particles. Surely, it is more convenient

to carry out such experiments using the 47r-detector facility with the separate analisis of

each event, that allows one to determine not only the relative contributions of the different

reaction channels but also the absolute values of their cross sections.

The inclusive yield of fission fragments in reaction 40Ar+ 238Z7 and their coincidences with

the different projectile-like particles emitted in forward angles are shown in Fig.32 versus

the folding angle #/,/2. As can be seen, the formation of heavy projectile-like fragments

(close to the incident ion) is mainly due to the two-body transfer processes in which the

projectile residue (/ — PLF) fuses with the target nucleus. Lighter fragments are formed

predominantly in the processes with the noticeable loss of linear momentum taken away by

some particles which are not fused with the target and are not detected in this experiment.

As a result, there are two bumps in inclusive yield of fission fragments - Figure 32(d) -

corresponding to the complete (and incomplete) fusion reaction with AptT ~ Pbeam (maximum

at 6h h 110°.
Pbea

80%). and to the peripheral collision processes with a small linear

momentum transfer (maximum at 0f, f, ss 165", „ Ptr < 10%).
Pbc

(F i g-3 3

The Q-particle energy spectra in coincidence with the fission fragments at #/,/2 = 110".

and 0j1j2 = 165° are shown in Figure 33. In contrast to the light ion induced reactions (see

above), in this case the more energetic Q-particles are ejected in grazing collisions with a small

K .. ,
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linear momentum transfer. However, the a-particle energy spectra were measured here only

within the beam velocity region. It would be interesting to compare just the high energy

parts of light particle energy spectra in reactions with a small (peripheral fragmentation

process) and large (more central incomplete fusion process) linear momentum transfer.

With increasing of the beam energy the very interesting effect of disappearance of fusion-

like transfer process (and of corresponding component in fission fragment linear momentum

distribution) is observed - Figure 34. The bump at 6^^ ss 94° and E/A = 35 MeV (when

incomplete fusion processes are jet well seen) corresponds to the ApiT * 0.74 pbcam being

about 188 MeV/c per incident nucléon. Observations of such kind have lead to an assumption

about the limiting linear momentum (as 180 -=- 190 MeV/c) which may be transferred in

nucleus-nucleus collisions. Its value was found indipendent of the beam energy and of

residual nucleus excitation energy.

An investigation of the velocity distribution of heavy evaporation residues is the another

possibility to obtain the longitudinal momentum transfer in reactions with the light particle

formation. In Figure 35 the inclusive velocity spectrum of the fusion-like residues in reaction
16O + A0Ca at E(at= 313 MeV [78] and also their velocity distributions in coincidence with

Q-particles are shown. The velocity spectra of heavy residues (both inclusive and coincident

with the forward-angle Q-particles) are shifted downward relative to the velocity of com-

pound nucleus could be formed in complete fusion reaction. This shift is much larger for

a coincidence with a-particles having an energy of 50 MeV or more. The same effect was

observed, though less pronounced, when the a-particles were detected at 30° [78]. All these

mean that the incomplete fusion (or massive transfer) processes dominate in this reaction.

Processing of such velocity spectra can supply us with even more detailed information about

the reaction mechanism. In this case, in particular, the authors concluded that the downward

shift of the heavy residue velocity spectrum for a coincidence with the forward-angle emitted

fast a-particles is too large. It could be explained assuming the dominant mechanism of the

fast a-particle formation is the massive transfer of only sBe (not of 12C) with subsequent

decay of another 8Be nucleus emitted at forward angles [78].

( Fig-34 Fig.35

Additional possibilities in investigation of the preequilibrium light particle emission arise

in inverse kinematic reactions. In [S3] the light particles (p, d, t, a. and Li) formed in

I ;
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40.4r(1100 Me\') + 13C reaction were detected in coincidence with heavy fragments (recog-

nized as evaporation residues) emitted at forward direction (Of = 5° and S°). First of all it

was found that the average velocities of the heavy fragments are systematically larger (by

15% - 20%) than compound nucleus velocity in the case of complete fusion, i.e., for full

linear momentum transfer of the projectile. This confirms once more the fact that pree-

quilibrium light particles formed in incomplete fusion reactions are emitted predominantly

from the lighter participant of ccollision, i.e., the target nucleus 13C being in rest in the

present case. In reactions with inverse kinematics the centre-of-mass velocity is large and

close to the beam velocity. Therefore, the evaporation emission of light particles is strongly

forward focused and is largely dominant at low angles, whereas preequilibrium light particle

emission being from a much lower laboratory velocity source is distributed over the whole

angular domain and becomes dominant at intermediate angles. So, the preequilibrium light

particles can be easy distinguished from the evaporative ones in inverse kinematic reactions.

The large left-right asymmetry in the light - particle - evaporation - residue coincidences

was also found in [83]: at 6p = 5° the yield of a-particles, for example, at 0Q = —125°

exceeds by an order their yield at 6a = +125°. In authors' opinion [83], this effect may

reliably be associated just with transverse emission of preequilibrium light particles.
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3. What are usually presumed
(though there are not explicit evidences
and some doubts remain)
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3.1 Evaporation of light particles

An evaporative part of all the light particles formed in nucleus-nucleus collision is always

obtained by the simple and artless method: all the backward-angle emitted light particles

are assumed to be evaporative ones, and their angular distribution is isotropic in a center of

mass system. Such procedure leads usually to the conclusion that about halfai all the light

particles formed in heavy ion collisions at the beam energies from 5 to 30 MeV/nucleon are

due to evaporation from heavy residual nucleus (see. e.g., [13] or [8]), in spite of negligible

contribution of evaporation mechanism to the forward-angl^ yield of light particles (< 5%

at E/A « 20 MeV - see above). This conclusion is considered to be quite reliable and. as a

rule, ia not discussed.

We would like to note here, that not only evaporative particles but also the light fragments

arising on initial reaction stage (before the complete thermal equilibrium is reached) can be

emitted at backward angles. This is obviously revealed at low energies (< 10 MeV/nucleon).

The theoretical calculations show that even in the one-step direct massive transfer process

the light particles are emitted predominantly in the backward hemisphere at the near-barrier

incident energies Ej — V^ < 1.5 MeV/nucleon, their angular distribution is almost isotropic

at Ei — Vc? ss 1.5 4- 2.5 MeV/nucleon, and only at higher energies it is becoming forward

peaked keeping a nonzero value at backward angles [85]. Naturally, with increasing of the

beam energy the direct mechanisms of fast light particle formation give more and more

forward direction of light particles. But both the dissipative forces (hindering the incident

ion) and the nuclear mean field (deflecting the projectile in entrance channel and the light

fragment in exit one) can certainly lead to the noticeable yield of non-equilibrium light

particles at the backward angles.

So. an estimation of evaporation contribution to formation of light particles (obtained

from their backward yield) may turn out overstated one, especially at the beam energies <

10 MeV/nucleon. Even more wrong may be the conclusion about the energy threshold (ss

5 MeV/nucleon above the Coulomb barrier) in formation of non-equilibrium light particles
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[3]. It seems, however, that there is not any possibility (besides theoretical estimation) u

distinguish the slow non-equilibrium fragments from the rather like evaporative ones. v

3.2 The role and the mechanism of break-up process

The processes of the incident ion break-up into the two fragments (/ —* a + b) in

the field of the target nucleus can be divided onto elastic and inelastic depending on the

kinetic energy dissipation (see Figs. 15.17), and onto direct (just in the vicinity of the

target nucleus A with a three-body dynamics VaA + VbA + Vab) and sequential decay of

excited projectile (caused by an interaction Vab) far from the target nucleus. Thus, four

break-up mechanisms can be distinguished in formation of light particle a. In contrast to

elastic and inelastic decomposition (easy performed in excitation energy spectra - see Section

2.5), there is not :-uch definiteness with respect to the direct and sequential mechanisms.

Just the inelastic process of sequential decay is often claimed to be the dominant break-

up mechanism [2,7,9.11,59,61], though, the opposite opinion sometimes is expressed [65,86].

This conclusion is usually deduced from the relative motion energy spectrum of fragments a

and b (see Section 2.5). However, as mentioned above, the regularities of fragment relative

motion are very ii.uch alike for both direct and sequential break-up processes and scarcely

be distinguished by relative motion energy distribution. Moreover, at the beam energies of

20 -f- 40 MeV/nucleon in the relative motion energy spectra the component with the large

values of E^f is clearly observed [7,61], which cannot be explained by sequential mechanism

of break-up.

Thus, we may ascertain only the folloing: both the direct and sequential process of incident

ion break-up occurs in a field of a target nucleus: at present, the relative contribution of each

mechanism is not determined unambiguously depending on the mass and energy of incident

ion and on the angles of outgoing fragments.

The question about the relative contribution of all the break-up mechanisms to the total

yield of light particles (i.e.. the question about the total break-up cross section) is one more.

still unsolved problem. There are also the different points of view on this question, based on

incomplete experimental data and on additional model assumptions. In order to obtain the

total break-up cross section an integration over all the angles of conjugate fragment is to be

performed both in reaction plane and out of it. We doubt it is possible at all without using

24
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of 47r-detectors.

For obtaining the relative contributions of pure break-up process and transfer reaction

to the yield of the given projectile-like fragment the authors of [57] used the multidetector

consisting of 72 plastic scintillator sheets covering the 3° -r- 30° forward angle reg.on and

detecting all the light charged particles with Z < 8 in coincidence with the .roiectile-like

fragment identified by a A£ - E telescope. The results of such experiment {. .,,.36) show

that even at the energy of 35 MeV/nucleon just the transfer reactions (not the fragmentation

process) dominate in formation of projectile-like fragments (observation of PLF with no

associated LP). Note, that some of light particles with Z ~ 1,2 detected in coincidence with a

given PLF are due to evaporation from heavy residue (it. could be ascertained bv knitting the

light particles with the low energies), and, therefore, the contribution of two-body primary

process may be even more. This experiment reveals th«it the so-called 'fragmentation' peaks

of inclusive light fragment energy spectra may have in fact more complex origin.

rie.36

n „ t

3.3 Weakening of dissipative processes at high energies

One thinks usually tr./i.t ac low energies (< 20 MeV/nucleon) the deep inelastic reactions

(i.e., the processes with a large dissipation of relative motion kinetic energy) dominate in

heavy ion collisions, and at higher energies (> 40 MeV/nucleon) the dissipativ.? phenomena

are less and less important. In light fragment energy spectra it is manifested by the shifting

of their predominant velosity to the beam one with increasing of the incident ion energy

(see Section 2.1). However, in spite of a common trend of such kind, the maxima of light

particle energy spectra lie always at vip < vbeam and, moreover, there is always a !ow-

energy 'dissipative' part oi these spectra: the larger mass transfer and outgoing angle of

light particle (i.e., the larger momentum transfer), the more pronounced u this dissipative

part.

In Fig.37 and Fig.38 the spectra of projectile-like fragments formed in reactions 4C.îr -f
6sZn at E/A = 2C and 30 MeV [87] and 40.4r + 238£/ at E/A = 100 MeV [88] are shown

to see that with increasing of the beam energy (> 40 MeV/nucleon) the fragmentation-like

processes are becoming more and more important. However, in the energy spectra of the
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projectile-like fragments and light particles the low-energy part is always presented, thai..

naturally, one thinks to be connected with the dissipative phenomena. In view of it. one of

the basic question of heavy-ion physics arises: Up to what relative motion velocity can we.

speak at all about nuclear friction, how much is the time (or rate) of friction, at last, what

are the mechanisms of relative motion energy dissipation at low and high velocities?

r.37 (Fig .3S

'„• -

3.4 Disappearance of mass transfer at high energies

J
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Figure 39 adopted from [89] shows schematically in momentum space the positions of the

two Fermi spheres of the projectile (to the right) and the target (to the left) for different

relative motion velocities of them. The radius of the dashed circle corresonds to the energy of

the highest bound state in the target (as EF +8MeV). The dark zone of overlapping region

between the two spheres reflects the blocking effect (due to Pauli exclusion) which is less and

less when increasing the beam energy. At last, the narrow dashed band correspponds to the

quasielastic nucléon stripping reaction into the bound states of the target. From this figure

one can see that the cross sections of such processes are expected to be smaller and smaller

when going up in energy. This conclusion is confirmed, for example, by the experimental

data on the angular correlation of the fission fragments - Fig.34 - showing that the !arge

linear momentum transfer component (complete and incomplete fusion reactions) gradually

disappears with increasing of the beam energy. In respect to the light particles it means

that at the energies above 100 Mev/nucleon the break-up (fragmentation) of incident ion is

a sole mechanism of their formation, whereas the transfer processes (including incomplete

fusion) may be utterly ignored.

'.39 J
However, if at 100 MeV/nucleon beam energy the dissipative phenomena still take place,"

then the previous arguments based on the separation of two Fermi spheres are incorrect.

because, firstly. Fermi distributions of both nuclei will be washed away at high excitation

energy, and. secondly, this separation will be not so large due to decreasing of relative motion

velocity at contact. Thus.^the experiments on detection of transfer reactions and obtaining of
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their cross sections at the energies > 100 MeV/nucleon are of great interest. It may be dun

in direct way. for example, by the detection of fission fragments with Z\ 4- Z2 > Ztargct- o V

(in 4--experiments) by the gathering of all the projectile-like fragments and non-evaporativ'

light particles with the summary charge less than the charge of the incident ion.
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4. Theoretical models

I Now it is impossible to carry out the consistent microscopic quantum mechanical con-

sideration of light particle formation in heavy ion collisions since the large number of tin

channels and degrees of freedom are to be account for. Just because a lot of semimicroscopk

and empirical models have been formulated for this purpose. Unfortunately, neither of thest

models can explain quantitatively all the experimental regularities including the absolute

values of cross sections. Such the state of the theory redoubles even more the uncertainty ir

interpretation of the available experimental data not allowing one to do the reliable predic-

tions and to design the new experiments. Nevertheless, we could not obtain any quantitative

information at all. if we do not process the experimental data within some theoretical model.

A bad theory is still better than none (if only to know what are its shortcomings).

4.1 Fermi momentum distribution and Goldhaber model [90]

•'4
In this simplest and well known model one assumes' that the target nucleus plays a role

of spectator keeping the energy conservation in a process of incident ion break-up. Knowing

the nucléon momentum distribution inside the projectile we can deduce such a distribution

for any projectile-like fragment consisting of several nucléons chosen at random. It is defined

by the folloing expression
2

W(p) ~ exp( 5). (4.1)
2<7

- Aa

A / - 1

where the reduced width ao = •*-£, pp is the Fermi momentum, and p is the momentum of
v5

fragment a. It is clear, that the corresponding differential cross section of a given fragment

formation has to be maximal at 6a — 0° and at va % Vf,cam. The sole control parameter ot

this model is the width of momentum distribution cro, which may be deduced from the inde-

pendent experiments on electron scattering or from incident ion high-energy fragmentation.

Its value was found to be 90 4- 95 MeV/c in a good agreement with a model estimation

of momentum distribution of nucléons inside nuclei.

At the beam energies < 100 MeV/nucleon this simple approach turns out not efficient. r
28
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and the values of a0 dedused from the fit of light particle energy spectra were found tu

be less and less with decreasing of the beam energy (down to u0 s; 20 MeV/c at E; ~ lu v
 fX:\

MeV/nucleon). The obvious reason for such state is a full disregard of reaction dynamic;».

i.e., not ao-. anting for realistic interactions of fragments a and b =• I — a with each other . ;

and with a target nucleus influencing the energy and angular distribution of them to a • •

considerable extent. • = .
• ( •

4.2 Surface model of Friedman [91]

r In semi-empirical model of Friedman a given fragment a is assumed to be formed of

, only outer nucléons of incident ion / (because of absorption effect), and its momentum

i distribution is determined not by the Fermi energy but by the relative motion wave function

; in peripheral region

Mr) ~ e—, M

i.e.. in the end, by the separation energy Es of fragment a from incident ion 7 : 7 = J^f

where y.a = —2—^- — is a reduced mass. Assuming the value of F(r)xl>(r) is maximal

at some distance x0 (F(r) simulates here an absorption at small distance) and aproximating

this quantity in the vicinity of x0 by a symmetric Gaussian, one can deduce the corresponding

momentum distribution with the width

or, with account of Coulomb distortion.

where y = " j ^ a > • ; . '

The values of the widths (4.4b) defined by the cluster separation energy Es and by <•' '"' "Ï

the cut-off radius x0 (depending on the size of a given cluster) were found to be le?1- in

comparison with (4.2) and. therefore, more close to the fit ("experimental') values obtained .̂

at low energies. Jt
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Developing this "peripheral" approach Friedman proposed to describe the relative yii-k

of different fragments by the following expression

(4.-VI

where Sa = '» lyi 'Vi V I is the 'spectroscopic factor' of fragment a in the incident ion

I, b — I — a, Za,b,i and A:
a,6./ are the corresponding numbers of protons and neutrons. In a

peripheral region the wave function has the form

(4.0)

where the quantity Ra
0 (somewhat less than cut-off radius x" ) assures a correct normalization

of the wave function. Using common for all the fragments formula Ra
o = (1 — fi)xa

0 with 3 =

0.4 and the appropriate values of the separation energies Friedman succeeded in describing

the different fragment relative yields in reaction with 16O at the energy of 2 GeV/nucleon

[91].

As before, the ignoring of the reaction dynamics is the main shortcoming of this approach.

The realistic description of the energy and angular distributions of the projectile-like frag-

ments (not only of the widths) can scarcely be obtained within this model, especially at the

energies below 100 MeV/nucleon.

From the isotop distributions and fitting widths a2 the quantities xa
o and Ra

0 can only be

deduced which are not so informative for nucleus-nucleus interaction. However, a common

inference, that an account for the peripheral character of reaction with a projectile-like

fragment formation obviously improves an agrément with the experimental data, is surely

worthv of note.

. - • * . '

It

4.3 Moving sources [88,92]

In this quite empirical model it is assumed that the light particles are evaporated isotrop-.

ically from some thermal sources moving parallel to the beam velocity. It is assumed also

that there are several sources of such kind (i = 1.2,....«/), and their temperatures T, and •

velocities i1, differ from each other and (together with normalizing coefficients Ni) are the

fitting parameters deduced from a reproduction of experimental energy spectra with the
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following expression for the double differential cross section of light particle formation

^ = Y \, V'T=Tcexp (- \E - VC + E.-2,
t = i

where £", = ^mrf. m is the mass of light particle, Vç is the Coulomb barrier in exit channel,

and 9 is the outgoing angle.

No wonder that with the several exponential factors (4.7) the any experimental energy

spectra may be always described sufficiently good (see, for example, [24,26,87.88.92]). The

nucléon spectra are reproduced especially good in this model, and slightly worse - the spectra

of complex fragments, for which one fails to describe simultaneously well the energy and

angular distributions. As a rule, at low energies (< 100 MeV/nucleon) the three different

sources were deduced in fitting procedure. One of them has the velocity close to the centre

of mass one and is interpretted as evaporation from the compound nucleus. Two others have

more larger velocities and larger (very often - unphysical) 'temperature1 71,. Here ? -'ngle set

of the moving sources was found to be insufficient for reproduction of all the light particles'

yields: a new set of the sources with the new values of their velocities Vi and 'temperatures'

T, are to be selected for each sort of light particles. The heavier mass of emitted fragment,

the higher is the 'temperature' and the lower is the velocity of fast sources.

An interpretation of deduced quantitative parameters u, and T, is the most weak point

of this empirical model. The large values of these quantities point to the relatively small

number of the nucléons within a 'hot' zone. But even the local thermodynamic equilibrium

in a system of two dozens of nucléons is rather questinable if one accounts fjr the mean free

path of nucléons inside nucleus: A ~ R. Note, that the regularities of even the direct reactions

(utmost non-equilibrium processes) reveal very often an exponent relationships, for example,

to the value of momentum transfer. An inclusive character of experimental spectra summed

over the large number of nonresolved channels smoothes out still more the regularities of

such reactions (see below). It means that just the fast non-equilibrium transfer processes or

incident ion break-up are most likely hidden behind the 'high-temperature' moving sources.

Thus, one should be very careful in interpretation of 'moving source' parameters v, and T,

deduced from a fit of experimental data.
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4.4 Direct processes [S5.94-99]
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An attention to the probable noticeable role of the direct processes in the fast ligln '

particle formation was called for the first time in [94,95]. In these and other papers the yield

of forward emitted light particles was proposed to be due to the well-known direct stripping

('massive transfer", 'incomplete fusion') or break-up reactions described by the usual DW'BA

method. Some simplifications are attained here due to assumption about the extremely

surface reaction character and due to a possibility to sum over non-observed states of residual

nuclei (inclusive data). Nevertheless, the final expressions are too complex to be calculated

within the standard DWBA codes: the large values of masses and energies of participant

fragments compel us to account for hundreds partial waves in entrance and exit channels and

to sum over the large number of angular momentum transfer. So, in the works of Udagawa

and Tamura [95,98,99] the partial amplitudes were simply given in parametric representation,

and in [85,94,96.97] the multi-dimensional semiclassical approximation develpoed just for

description of heavy ion direct reactions [100] was used. It was found that at the energies

"~ 10 MeV/nucleon the regularities of the direct massive transfer and break-up reactions

agree well with the experimental data on the fast light particle formation, here the stripping

(incomplete fusion) dominates over the break-up at high-energy part of the light particle

spectrum (close to the two-body kinematical limit).

The two main shortcomings are inherent to an explanation of light particle formation

within the direct mechanisms. The first one is connected with assumption about the si.igle-

step reaction mechanism (summation over the non-detected final states does not mean an

accounting of multi-channelness). It is well-known that at low energies the dissipative deep

inelastic processes dominate in heavy ion collisions. Therefore, it should be expected that the

light particles are formed predominantly in multi-step reactions with the mutual excitation of

both colliding nuclei; here the light particle emission might occur at any reaction stage: from

initial (pure direct process) up to the stage of the total kinetic energy dissipation (see the

next Section). The second shortcoming of such models is an inability to predict the absolute,

values of the direct reaction differential cross sections because of uncertainties in estimation

of complex fragment spectroscopic factors (their experimental values are also unknown to-

us) and uncertainties of optical potentials defining the distorted waves in entrance and exit

channels.
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4.5 Multi-step (dissipative) break-up and massive transfer processesflOl.10^

i

1̂

In this approach (most consistent, at present, in our view) an attempt was done to

combine the quantum direct process of incident ion break-up or heavy fragment transfer

with the multi-step dissipative character of nucleus-nucleus interaction. It was assumed that

the direct stripping of fragment b from the incident ion / ( = a + b) (or its break-up) is

accompanied by a conciderable dissipation of kinetic energy and angular momentum of the

relative motion in the entrance and exit channels:

A d-^P I' + A' (4,4) (4.S)

The channel coupling of inelastic excitation is simulated here by the phenomenological fric-

tion forces (with account of destruction of the channel coherence), and the direct process

itself is described by the standard DWBA transition amplitude. An introduction of friction

forces into the quantum collision theory allows one to avoid the usage of absorptive part of

the nucleus-nucleus optical potential and to keep watching the distribution of incident flux

over intermediate channels retaining the unitarity. It substantially reduces the uncertainty

when evaluating the cross section's absolute value.

The usage of semiclassical approximation immediately for the three-dimensional distorted

waves and the introduction of the so-called 'transition lines', in the vicinity of which a

given process is localized, allowed one to reduce the differential cross section of multi-step

(quasidirect) process of light particle formation to a quite calculable formula containing

the summation over all the intermediate states of nuclei in entrance and exit channels. The

results obtained with this formula show rather good agreement with experimental data within

a wide range of light particle energies and angles (see the theoretical curves in Figs. 6,7, and

13).

The main conclusions deduced within the frame of this approach are the following ones.

( 1 ) The angular and energy distributions of fast light particles were found sensitive to

the value of the potential and dissipative forces at the comparatevely small distances behind

the Coulomb barrier (i.e.. at r < i?^), and, therefore, such the reactions could be used to

deduce the values of these forces.

(2) A weak friction with a small radius and the deep potentials of nucleus-nucleus in-

teraction do not agree with the experimental data. This means that even not very heavy

nuclei, penetrating into the each other, are rather hinderred by the dissipative forces than
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accelerated by the attractive potential forces.

(3) At E/A < 20 MeV the light particles emitted with the large energies (ELP ~

E™", VLP > Vbczm) or into the large angles (6LP > 0j"«,njr)
 a r e formed in the massive

transfer process with the maximal (available for a given ELP) preliminary dissipation of

kinetic energy in entrance channel. Formation of the light particles with the lower energies

(VLP ~ Vbcam) emitted into the forward direction occurs predominantly at the stage when

not all the kinetic energy has been dissipated.

(4) For the beam energies > 10 MeV/nucleon the yield of the light particles into the

forward angles with the velocities VLP < v\,eam is due to the multi-step break-up of incident

ion, whereas the stripping process makes the noticeable contribution only at large angles

and higher energies of light particles.

A conciderable uncertainty (even if the less) in obtaining of the absolute values of the

differential cross sections is also the main shortcoming of this aproach.

4.6 Boltzmann equation and 'molecular dynamics' [103-11S]

At intermediate energies the nucleus-nucleus collision dynamics is often described by the

Boltzmann equation (called also the Vlasov-Nordheim or the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck

equation) for one-body Wigner distribution function in phase space / ( r ,k , t) [103-107]:

d-~- + v • V r / , - Vr[7 •

•[AMI -

= -~ J
- U)\

• vl2

k2 - k3 - k4)

• {

(4.9)

Here crnn and u12 are the differential cross section and relative velocity of colliding

nucléons. /, = f(r,k;.t), one-body mean field U{r) is defined by equation of state (for

example. U = -356(£)+303(£)T/6(A/eV) [106]) and is a functional of thedencity p{r,t) = '
j3i

/ 7Ô7T5 ' / ( r ' k . i). As a rule, the isotropic nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering cross section

47rcrnT)(fi) ~ 20-^-40 mb is used in numerical calculations.

For a given impact parameter the mass, velocity, and angular momentum of residual

nuclei can be deduced from the Boltzmann equation together with the multiplicity and dif-
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ferential cross section of free nucléon formation. It is more difficult (and even impossible

without additional assumptions) to deduce the yield of complex fragments. There are also

some computational problems connected with an integration of (4.9) over time: such inte-

gration ought to be done sufficiently far to separate the free (isolated) nucléons from the

bound ones (distinguished usualy by their potential energy), but not too far since the excited

residual nuclei may be evaporated almost completely in this model.

There is another method - named 'molecular dynamics' (classical [107-111] and quantum

[112-116]) - which uses the similar basic assumptions. In this method colliding nuclei are

considerred either as the system of A\ + A2 classical particles interrected by the two-body

forces and moving in agreement with a set of Newtonian coupled equations, or (in 'quantum

molecular dynamics') each nucléon is described by a Gaussian wave packet in phase space

( r - R ; ) 2 ( P - P i ) 2 ,
A2 (4.10)

and the sum over all the wave packets gives a one-body distribution function. Here R\(t)

and Pj(<) are the center of position and momentum of nucléon i. The time evolution of

Rj and P; is described by Newtonian equations deduced from Hamiltonian which is the

functional of the dencity p,(r) = J ?3/t(r, p) with appropriate values of nuclear matter

binding energy and incompressibility.

The stochastic two-nucleon collisions are treated in the following way. Two nucléons are

scatterred if they come closer than the distance rnn = \/cTnn/w. The scattering angle is

chosen at random but with account for Pauli blocking not allowing them to find itself in

occupied states. The devision of total nucléons into clusters and isolated nucléons is done

usually in a simplest way basing on their spatial coordinates known after the time integration.

If the distance between two nucléons is smaller than a certain value dnn (~ 3 fm), then these

nucléons are judged to belong to the same cluster. This procedure is repeated for all nucléons

and the total system is devided into some isolated nucléons and some clusters. The spatial

criterion of nucléon clusterization may be reinforced by the additional restriction of their

closeness in momentum space: |p-, — p^| < pp.

However, in this approach some problems remain connected with the ground states of

nuclei and clusters (i.e.. with a stability of them) requiring an additional 'cooling procedure'

in numerical calculations. In this connection the very interesting works [117-118] are to be

mentioned, in which the similar model is adapted not to the nucléons but immediately to

the Q-clusters. i.e.. a nucleus of 20Are, for example, is treated as ensemble of five classical
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Q-particles interracted with each other and with a target nucleus (as a whole) and moving

according to the Newton equations. The main verture of such kind approaches is the possi-

bility to describe all the reaction channels (fragmentation, transfer processes, fusion) within,

the frame of the same model with the same equations. Here an each event initialized by

a given impact parameter of incident ion and by initial orientation of 'molecules' (nucléons

or a-particles) can be treated separately and 'up to the end', i.e., all the test attempts are

decomposed over all exit channels we are interested in.

Surely, there is no way of attaining high accurasy in calculation of differential cross sec-

tions within such the models. Nevertheless, a 'conservation of unitarity' (i.e.. a maintenance

of a total flux and total reaction cross section) safeguards one against the rough systematic

errors and allows one to predict not only relative but also absolute values of cross sections

for all reaction channels. Unfortunately, the detailed analisis of the light particle formation

at low and intermediate energies has not been done till now within such an approach.
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5. What would we like to know or to clear up

j
j 5.1 The mechanisms of the light particle formation

h •
L : For beginning (and for the sake of simplicity) we could single out the four groups of the ,f

jt • light particle formation mechanisms in nucleus-nucleus collisions at low and intermediate i > ' .

,* . energies,

i ' (1) The process of the complete fusion with a subsequent evaporation of the light particle

a from the compound nucleus or from the fission fragments. A low energy and isotropic • ,

angular distribution are the characteristic features of the evaporated particles. Their energy

! spectrum can be easily calculated but it is more difficult to estimate the absolute value of !

( their total vield.

i' (2) The two-body primary process of incomplete fusion with ejection of oniy one pree- ',

i quilibrium light particle:

! A + I -> Ai(=A + I-a) + a

B + {~f,n,p,a)

h + h \'
h + h + LP •'«!

•I
The light particle a formed in such a process might be fast (up to the energy corresponding to •*&

the two-body kinematical limit) or slow one (at large kinetic energy dissipation in entrance »|j

-* channel). In the last case it cannot be distinguished from the evaporative particles. In : '•"*

principle, the light particle a may consist of projectile nucléons (massive transfer process) or

ÉJ target nucléons (knock-on reaction). The characteristic feature of the light particles formed '»r-

• in this process is the absence of the other fast light particles or the projectile-like fragments

•î in exit channel, but there may be the other slow light charged particles, neutrons, and fission
! fragments.

(3) The two-body primary process of the dissipative few-nucleon transfer with subsequent

> decay of excited projectile-like nucleus: »'-,̂

r
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In this process both the fast light particles and the slow ones can also be emitted. In the first

case they are accompanied obligatory either by the fast projectile-like fragment or by the

other fast light particles (multi-fragment decay), and in the second one (large dissipation in

entrance channel) - by the slow fragments only. The nucléons AN might be transferred as

from the projectile to the target (ma + TUPLF < "*/) and vise versa (ma + mpLp > mi). The

process of deep inelastic scattering (without mass transfer, i.e., AAr = 0) with subsequent

decay of excited projectile nucleus is to be attributed also to this group of mechanisms.

(4) Quasielastic break-up of the projectile

(a) A + I -* A{E' * 0) + a + b(= I - a)

and quasielastic knock-out of the light particle from the target

(b) A + I -* B{= A - a, E' =» 0) + a + I

These processes seem to be easily singled out from a total yield in the light-particle-heavy-

fragment coincidence experiments at Q3 « 0. However, for an estimation of their total

cross sections, an integration has to be performed over the whole angular range of the

conjugate heavy fragment (both in plane and out of plane). It is difficult to fullfil such an

integration without 4îr-detector system. By now it is only known that elastic break-up (4a)

is a considerable part (up to 25% at E{ ~ 30 MeV/A) of the total break-up cross section.

We can not say anything definite about the ouasielastic knock-out reaction (4b), perhaps.

its cross section is negligible.

Naturally, the processes (2) and (3) consist of the several possible mechanisms leading to

the same final states. Nevertheless, in spite of such coarse division, we can not distinguish

confidently the role of each process in a total yield of the light particles depending on their
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energy and angle and on the mass and energy of the projectile. In Fig.40 the o-particle s\>cc-

trum at the incident energy ~ 20 MeV/nucleon is schematically shown at the very forward

angle and at the angle somewhat larger than the grazing angle in entrance channel. Our

experience allows us to make the following assumptions:

(a) The relative contributions of the different processes depend strongly on the mass and

energy of the projectile and on the outgoing angle of the light particle.

(b) At the low energies (~ 10 MeV/nucleon) the dissipative massive transfer process (2)

seems to be dominate, and at the higher energies - the processes (3) and (4) are.

(c) The break-up processes make the more pronounced forward peaking in angular distribu-

tion and the incomplete fusion process (2) dominates at 6a > 6™ in high energy tail of the

light particle spectrum.

(d) For the lighter projectiles (Ai < 10) the dissipative phenomena are not so large and the

maximum yield of the light particles is to be observed at the energy corresponding to the

beam velocity (even at low beam energy).

Surely, we would like these assumptions (and some others) to get the direct experimental

confirmations (or disproof?) and the curves (1 - 4) in Fig.40 were drown not schematically

but through the experimental points.

• i

MK.40

5.2 The dynamics of nucleus-nucleus interaction on the whole

and of Tight particle formation in particular

A large (but finite) number of particles, a simultaneous manifestation of classical and

quantum features, an intricate non-linear character of the interaction - all these make the

process of nucleus-nucleus collision at low and intermediate energies very attractive not

only for nuclear physics but also for general theory, taking in mind the problems of chaotic

quantum motion and the new physical ideas, approaches, and theories which may arise here.

At the beam energies higher than 5 MeV/nucleon at least half of all the light particles

are emitted just on the initial stage of nucleus-nucleus collision, before they have forgot all

passed way. Therefore, studying the properties and the regularities of such preequilibrium

particles, we get the direct information just about this most interesting and least known
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stage of nuclear interaction. In this Section we would like to designate some (unsolved, in

our opinion) problems of the nucleus-nucleus interaction dynamics. Without understanding

it and without more or less adequate description of it we can hardly expect the regularitici

of any heavy ion nuclear reactions including the process of light particle formation to he

explained convincingly.

Potential forces. Potential energy of two approaching nuclei is one of the most funda-

mental and important characteristics of their dynamics. In a nucleon-nucleus interaction the

role of the nuclear mean field is sufficiently clear, but for a nucleus-nucleus collision both the

collective potential energy of their relative motion and the potential energy of the separate

nucléons are unknown to us in explisit form. Determining the heights of the Coulomb barri-

ers (with accuracy of a few MeV), we have only very vague idea about their form. We even

cannot say with a certainty: are two nuclei accelerated or hinderred in the region behind the

barrier? Up to what distances can we say at all about the potential energy of two separate

nuclei, when they penetrate into each other? What is the role of the potential forces in

the heavy ion collisions and in the light particle formation? There are different points of

view: from the total disregard of these forces up to the statement, that the light particles

(or accompanied projectile-like fragments) are deflected predominantly into the negative an-

gles due to the nuclear mean field [7,15.119]. The dissappearance of transverse ûow of light

particles at the beam energy ~ 70-f-80 MeV/nucleon [120] is explained also by the balance

between the attractive nuclear mean field on one side and nucleon-nucleon collisions on the

other side: deflection to the negative angles due to the attractive forces at low energies gives

place to predominant repulsion due to the large compression at higher energies.

Undoubtedly, a determination of the nucleus-nucleus potential forces is quite necessary if

we want to attain the quantitative understanding of the heavy ion induced nuclear reactions.

All the theoretical models contain these forces, which define the classical trajectories (in-

cluding the caustic surfaces and nucléon focusing), local momenta, distorted waves, barrier

penetration, and so on. The strong absorption in an elastic channel does not allow us to

look behind the absorption radius in experiments on elastic scattering. Thus, we need ta

look for some other reactions the cross sections of which are sensitive to the value of the

nucleus-nucleus potential forces at the relatively small dis-,i.:.nces. The process of incomplete-

fusion (massive transfer) with emission of preequilibrium fast light particle is one of such the

reactions - see. for example. Fig.7a.
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Dissipative forces. Nuclear friciion is not less important for understanding the nuclou>

nucleus interaction dynamics [121-135]. However, the value and the nature of the dissipâtiv.

forces are determined even more worse than potential ones. Note, that the friction force

are much more informative (and physical clearer) than imaginary part of optical potential

They not only substitute for the absorption i\V(r) defining the exhaustion of the flux in tin

elastic channel, but also allow us to keep watching the distribution of this flux over othc.

channels. It substantially reduces the uncertainty in evaluating of an absolute value of om

or another reaction cross section. In our opinion, in heavy ion physics it should be refucec

where it possible the using of an imaginary part of optical potential and introduce mon

general quantity - the dissipative forces. Now there is the possibility to use them not onh

in the classical models but also within the quantum theory of collisions [101].

The experimental and theoretical investigations of heavy ion deep inelasic reactions have

not allowed us till now to deduce unambiguously the value of friction forces. Parameters oi

friction forces obtained by different authors vary over a wide range. Moreover, we can not

answer very principal questions concerning friction forces. What is the mechanism of energy

and angular momentum dissipation: one-body excitations, two-nucleon collisions, channel

coupling, chaotic motion of nucléons in asymmetric mean field, nucléon exchange,...? If there

are several mechanisms, than what are their relative contributions depending on the mass

and the energy of the incident ion? Does the dissipation need a minimal time interval or

there is some fast dissipation mechanism? Do the dissipative processes survive (then the

transfer processes do) at high energies? Is it possible at all to distinguish correctly the

dissipative and potential forces in heavy ion experiments?

Fusion dynamics [128.136.137]. It is generally assumed that the fusion process dominates

in a total reaction cross section at low energies in collisions of not so heavy ions with the

nuclei. Just because it is worthy of particular attention. However, in spite of numerous

experiments and theoretical papers devoted to this process, up to now we have not got a

complete notion about fusion dynamics. Why do the nuclei retain their 'personalities' even

at the large overlapping of them in deep inelastic reactions? What keeps nucléons within

two nuclei and what prevents them from the 'collectivization'? Is the existence of potential

pocket obligatory for the fusion may occur? What happens with increasing of nuclei" masses:

why does the fusion cross section sharply decrease (by the orders of magnitude) at Acomp ~

220 [13S.139]? Why depends the fission fragment mass distribution on the way of compound
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nucleus formation [140]? What is the mechanism of subbarrier fusion and what is the roic of

the dissipative forces in this case? What is the role of compound nucleus fission barrier? How

can we reduce the allied processes of fusion and fission (and of heavy fragment radioactivity),

to the unified problem within the frame of the common quantum - mechanical model? The

list of questions can be easily continued.

Fragmentation dynamics. The fast break-up of a projectile on two (or more) fragments

differs significantly from the fission process. What is the mechanism of this reaction? The

simplifyed 'high-energy' models (of such kind as participant - spectator one) are hardly ap-

plicable at the energies lower than 100 MeV/nucleon. In "molecular dynamics' the main

attention is concentrated on the nucléon degrees of freedom, whereas at low and interme-

diate energies just the search and investigation of collective (coherent) phenomena arc of

great interest: a massive transfer process, a fast splitting of a nucleus, a large momentum

transfer to the whole nucleus (or to the heavy fragment) without distruction of it, and so

on. In particular, the assumption about the dominance of sequential break-up mechanism

(in comparison with the prompt one) might be found wrong, in our opinion. It is a matter

of principal for complete understanding of break-up reaction.

Instabilities. The presence of non-linear effects, the violation of spherical symmetry,

the dissipative forces and the quantum character of the motion make the nucleus - nucleus

interaction dynamics both intricate and very interesting due to arising of the instabilities of

different kind. First of all. it is the instability with respect to the transition from regular to

chaotic motion of nucléons and appearance (in connection with it) of the nuclear viscosity

[134.135]. An interplay of multi-dimensional potential energy surface with the dissipative

forces may lead to the arising of the stable structures distinctive from the initial configuration

("selforganization'). especially in the case of large amplitude motion, i.e.. at the above-barrier

energies. High excitation energy of a nucleus leads to an ordinary phase instability, i.e., to

the liquide - gas transition. At last, when going to the range of a negative compressibility
an

(A- = p-rr- < 0) the machanical instability may arise: decomposition of the nucleus onto the

light fragments [141]. Only the qualitative consideration of these processes was made at the

best till now. The analisis of such the effects within the realistic quantum models is of great

interest and may lead to discovery of quite new physical phenomena.
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6. Possible experiments
(advices for experimentalists)

i
Inclusive spectra of the light particles are to be measured within 2 or 3 orders of

magnitudes, at least (for an observation of high energy tails of them), and at the several

outgoing angles (<, >. and as 9™). At the low beam energies there is the possibility to attain

the two-body kinematical limit for massive transfer reaction of light particle formation with

obtaining of residual nucleus in some low-excited (or even ground) state. Such reactions may

help us, for example, to understand better the process of heavy fragment radioactivity. It is

very interesting also to measure the 'dissipative' part of these inclusive spectra (vLP < i'b,im)

at high incident energies (> 100 MeV/nucleon) and at the angles larger than a grazing angle.

KX-rays - light particle coincidence experiments are worth being performed only

at low beam energies. Here the wide spectra of light particles and their angular distribution

in coincidence with KX-rays are desirable. It is very attractive to obtain the absolute values

of the double differential cross sections with a detection of residual nucleus' atomic number:

- a—-(ZTCS;$LP,ELP). Our prediction is the following one: at the energies E/A < 20

dip as 0° the coincidence with ZTCS » ZtaTg dominates, and at

*

MeV, vLP * vbnm

VLP > vb«»m a n d &LP > 0]," t n e coincidence with ZTt, « ZiaTg + ZpT0] — ZIP does (the binary

process of incomplete fusion).

The coincidence with the projectile-like fragments and with the other light

particles are to supply us with a contribution of a break-up process to a total yield of the

light particles. The usage of the 47T-detector systems may allow us to determine, at last, the

absolute value of the quasielastic break-up cross section cr(4) and also the sum <r(3) + er{4)

(see Section 5.1). Here an extraction of these processes depending on the energy and on the

angle of emitted light particle is of great interest (Fig.40). The anti-coincidences of the light

particle with the projectile-like fragments or with the other light particles in 47r-experiments

allow us to single out the massive transfer channel. However, in such experiments we need

the velocity separation of the detected particles: the yield of only fast light particles with

vLP > ub«4m is to be measured in anti-coincidence with the fast projectile-like fragments or

with the other fast light particles. It is also clear, that an incident energy ought to be high

enough to separate easy the light particles with the beam velocity from the ones with the exit

channel Coulomb barrier velocity. For example, at Vc(a) % 20 MeV and E(beam)/A a: 20
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MeV the a-particle energy spectra might be measured within the range of Ea = 50-r 150 McY

in anti-coincidence with the other light fragments having the energy > 10 MeV/nucleon to

deduce the contribution of the binary incomplete fusion reaction to the û-particle yield in

this case.

LP - fission fragments coincidences may be especially informative in the 4--experi-

ments. Using the heavy targets we could study the dissipative break-up reacctions: I + A —*

LP + PLF + fi + fz. Measuring the momenta of light particle and of fission fragments
pll. +p» .

and selecting the events with -~= lxi2- « 1, we can easily obtain the contribution of the

binary incomplete fusion process. This process might be also singled out in anti-coincidence

experiment with detecction of LP + fi + ft and no other fast light particles or projectile-like

fragment. In this case a dependence of such the events on the energy and on the angle of

the outgoing light particle is also of great interest. The detection of the fission fragments

with Z\-\- Zi > Ztarg allows one to single out the transfer processes, the existence of which

at high incident energies (> 100 MeV/nucleon) is in qestion (see Section 3.4). With that

end in view, the events corresponding to the fusion process (complete or incomplete) in the

fission fragment angular distribution (see Fig.34) might be considerred once again for the

more fissible targets and lighter projectiles.

LP - 7-rays coincidences may be used first of all for obtaining the transferred angular

momentum and for recalculation of the cross section to the form TT depending on the

entrance channel impact parameter. In this respect the triple coincidences (channel + M^)

are of most interest, e.g., LP + PLF + M^ with the evaluation of -4r (break-up), or LP —

PLF -f M~, with the evaluation of -T?- (massive transfer), and so on. For example, it should

be interesting to verify the possibility of fast light particle formation in an incomplete fusion

process just in the central collision: the coincidence of fast light particle with KX-rays

of residual nucleus with Zrcs = Ztarg + ZpT0J — ZIP and with 7-rays corresponding to

A/-, % 0. Such a reaction resembles a process of 'shaking-off' the nucléons from a loosely

bound projectile and their focusing by a target nucleus [142].

An another possibility to obtain an impact parameter dependence of some reaction cross

section is the method of so called 'global variables' [143,144] used in 4/r-experiments. This

method is based on a detection of almost all the reaction products for each event. Then

such "global characteristics' of a given event as the light particle multiplicity v, their total

charge ^ ^ Z,, total transverse momentum J2", rn^smO,, average parallel velosity \'av =

44
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(Y^ rriiv, cos6,)/ 7^* m, are deduced. The average (mass wighted) parallel velocity \'at \va.«

found to give the best correlation with entrance channel impact parameter: Vat. ~ vcs. at

6 = 0 and \'av ss rbe4m at 6 ts Ri + R2. Therefore, sorting the events over the %-alues of the

average parallel velocity Vav. we can classify them approximately over the values of impact

parameter, instead of using the dim concepts of 'central1 and "peripheral" collisions.

Note, at last, that a separate analisis of every event detected in 47r-experiment allows us

to obtain much more information in comparison with the usual experiments. However, the

best method of the 47r-experimental data treatment is to be only developed.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Angle integrated inclusive yield of light particles in the HA' + 159T6 reaction -

a. E,v=309 MeV [13]. A=14 - without elastic scattering of 14.'V.

Figure 2. Energy integrated light particle angular distributions for the 93<Y6(H.Y, LP)

reaction at EJa6=208 MeV [24].

Figure 3. Cross sections of light particle formation at the different initial energies (figures

near the curves, MeV/nucleon) [25].

Figure 4. Energy spectra of a-particles emitted in reaction I9< Au(20Are, a) [3]. The arrows

show the energies corresponding to the beam velocities and to the Coulomb barrier in exit

channel.

Figure 5. Velocity distributions of a-particles in the reactions:
181Ta(22A'e,a), E/A = 6AMeV, 9a = 20° [20] - 1;
181Ta(22ATe,a), S.lMeV, 20° [20] - 2;

™Nb(14N,a), 15MeV, 7° [24] - 3;
lVTAu(mNe,a), 20MeV, 8° [3] - 4;
l97Au{uN,a), 35MeV, 9.5° [26] - 5.

Figure 6. Inclusive energy spectra of a-particles from the reaction lslTa(22Ne, a) mea-

sured at 6a = 20° for the three beam energies: 116, 141, and 178 MeV. The arrows indicate

the maximal a-particle energies assuming the two-body reaction mechanism. The solid lines

represent the results of the theoretical calculations within the dissipative massive transfer

model [101].

Figure 7. (a) Angular distributions of a-paricles integrated within the different Eo-bins

(figures near the curves. MeV) for the reaction 181r<i(22iVe. a) at E,o6=178 MeV [20]. Eo %30

MeV corresponds to the beam velocity in this case.

(6) The same as (a), but at Ea=60 MeV. The solid lines (obtained within the dissipative

massive transfer model [101]) indicate the sensitivity of the light particle distribution to the

value of nucleus-nucleus interaction in the region behind the Coulomb barrier. In the inset

the corresponding potentials are shown.
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Figure 8. Angle integrated cross sections of o-particles and projectile-like fragment;- wi; i,

3 < ZPLF < 6 emitted in the US -f 1S9Tb reaction as a function of the beam energy J15\

Figure 9. Partial differential cross sections for selected light fragments in coinciilena-

with the fixed charges of residual target-like nuclei for the reaction 14A' + X59Th at tin-

different beam energies: (1) E,v=115 MeV, 6PLF = 30°; (2) 165 MeV. 20°: (3) 236 MeV.

20°; [14]. The rightmost black bars correspond to the low limit of charge binary reactions

(AZ = 0, i.e., ZB = ZA + Zproj - ZPLF)- and the shaded bars - ZB = ZA.

Figure 10. Multiplicity distributions of neutrons emitted together with Q-particles in reac-

tion 20-Ve + l97Au -Kx + xn + X [5].

Figure 11. Decomposition of neutron multiplicity in the channel with simultaneous emission

of Q-particle onto the three components: EV - neutrons emitted together with evapo -atcd

Q-particles (deduced from the counts at backward angles), NE - neutrons corresponding to

the 'non-equilibrium ' emission of Q-particles (symmetric Gaussian in the region of central

peak obtained after the subtraction of evaporative part), BU - remaining counts ai low-

multiplicity attributed to the 'break-up ' component in the total Q-particle yield [5].

Figure 12. Average -7-ray multiplicities in the I4AT + lssTb reaction at Efo(,=236 MeV and

6PLF = 20°, plotted versus the atomic number of the detected ejectile. The upper points

correspond to the binary process: AZ = (ZA + Zj) — (ZB +

to the fixed charge of residual nucleus: ZB A — 65 [14].

— 0i and the low ones -

Figure 13. Average 7-ray multiplicity and angular momentum transfer depending on the

energy of a-particle emitted at very forward angle [21]. The theoretical curve at low figure

is obtained within dissipative incomplete fusion model [101].

Figure 14. The yields of light fragments emitted together with Q-particle in the reaction
20A'e + 93JV6 - Q(8.5") + PLF{-8.5°) + X at the 30 MeV/nucleon beam energy [60].

Figure 15. Total energy excitation spectra obtained for the reaction 20A'e + 93.V/y —»

Q(S.5°) + 16O(-S.5°) + A' at E=600 MeV assuming the three-body kinematics in exit chan-

nel [60].

Figure 16. The same as Figure 15. but for 0(8.5") + 12C(-S.5°) + A' exit channel [60].
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Figure 17. Q3-spectra for the reaction 1 60+ 197Au ~* a + 12C(9°) +A' (see the text). The

coincident a-particles were detected by plastic phoswich detectors over a range of in-plane

angles from 4° to 14° [59].

Figure 18. Angle correlations of a-particles with th? projectile-like fragments simultane-

ously emitted in the reaction I4.V+ 1S9Tb — a + PLF + X at E,v = 168 MeV and 6PLF - 20°

[11].

Figure 19. Double differential cross section for simultaneous emission of an a-particle into

the laboratory in-plane angle 6a and a projectile-like fragment PLF v/iih Z=S into the an'ilo

6PLF in the 2UAre + 19Mu reaction at E=390 MeV [7]. Arrows indicate the PLF detector

angle. The histograms represent Monte Carlo simulations of sequential decay of excited Ne

ejectile into a + 0 channel.

Figure 20. Energy spectra of relative motion of a-particle and 12C in the reaction 160 +
197Au -> a(4° H-14°) + 12 C(9°) + A' at the 424 MeV beam energy [59]. The data are gated

on the quasi-elastic peak indicated in Figure 17.

Figure 21. Partial cross sections of a-particles in coincidence with the characteristic KX-

rays of residual nucleus (Zres). The black bars denote the contribution of 'evaporation1

(isotropic part of angular distribution with the backward angle normalization); the dashed

bars correspond to non-equilibrium a-particles accompanied by the projectile-like fragments

with ZPLF > 3; the remaining part is due to the channels in which only light particles with

Z < 2 are emitted, (a) For reaction I59T6(HA?,a) at 236 MeV and 9O = 20° [15]. (b)

For reaction 159T6(20Are.a) at 293 MeV and 6a = 25° (with a correction on a light charged

particle evaporation in obtaining Zres) [16].

Figure 22. Decomposition of the inclusive a-particle cross sections for the 14A: + l59Tb

reaction at forward angles and at various beam energy onto the three components [15]. The

designations are the same as in Figure 21.

Figure 23. Partial cross sections of the channels in which only light particles with Z < 1

are emitted in 14A* + 159T6 reaction. The assumed combinations of emitted particles are

also indicated on the abscissa.
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Figure 24. Energy integrated double differential cross section for simultaneous in-plano

emission of two a-partides in the reaction 2Oi\'e + 19'.4u —» Qi(0}) + 02(^2) + -V ai the

| _ beam energy of 20 MeV/nucleon. The laboratory angle of one a-particle is indicated by the
i arrows: Bx = -7° ( o ), and 9X - 160° ( • ) [8].

Figure 25. Relative yields of the different breakup channels obtained for 16O projectile at k ..

] -51.60 [63].

Figure 27. The excitation energy spectrum of the primary projectile-like nucleus for the

system 160 + 197,4u at E/A = 32.5 MeV. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent contri-

butions of the He+He+He+He. C+H+H. and He+He+He+H+H exit channels respectively

[62].

Figure 28. Measured IMF multiplicity distributions for the indicated gates on charged

particle multiplicity Nc- Panels are labelled by incident energy [67].

Figure 29. Inclusive yield of two fission fragments for reaction 6Li + 238U at EL, = 150

MeV as the function of their folding angle. The arrows indicate the most probable folding

angles corresponding to transfer of p. d, a, and to complete fusion reaction. The dashed

line represent the upier limit to the complete fusion cross section, derived from out-of-plane

folding angle distribution [73]. .

Figure 30. Energy spectra for deuterons and protons in coincidence with angle-correlated

fission fragments for reaction eLi+ 23SU -+ LP+f3 + f2 + X at Ebean)=150 MeV. The dashed

line is the result of evaporation calculation assuming a completely equilibrated compound

nucleus (T=2.2 MeV) [73].

' '32.5 MeV/nucleon [62].

Figure 26. The same as Fig.25. The yield is plotted versus the most positive Q-value of

each channel, namely: (1) C He, Qo =-7.16 MeV; (2) He He He He, -14.44; (3) C H H. '

-22.34: (4) B He H, -23.13: (5) B Li, -30.89; (6) Li He He H. -31.80; (7) He He He H H.

-34.25: (8) Li Li He, -35.35; (9) B H H H, -42.93; (10) Li Li H H, -49.15; (11) Li He H H H. *,

'"Figure 31. Fission fragment linear momentum transfer distribution for the 6Li + 238L' — ^

d+fi -f/o reaction. The dashed line indicates the expected centroid for transfer of o-particle
[73], r
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Figure 32. Correlation function of fission fragments in coincidence with the different

ejectiles detected at 6PLF = 8° (a - c) and their total yield (d) in the 40Ar + 23SC —

PLF + /i + f2 + A' reaction at the 27 MeV/nucleon beam energy as a function of folding

angle. The arrows show the most probable outgoing angles of fission fragments assuming a

two-body incomplete fusion mechanism of a primary process. The lines are drawn to guide

the eye [76].

Figurw 33. Reaction 40Ar + 23aU -> a + /i + h + X, E/A=27 MeV. Energy spectra for

Q-particles detected in coincidence with the two fission fragments emitted in the same plane

having the folding angle of 111° ± 6° (a) and 165° ± 6° (6), 9a = 15° [76]. For more visualness

the lines drawn through the experimental points are only shown.

Figure 34. Fission fragment angular correlations in the 40Ar + 197Au reaction at E/A=35

MeV [72], and 44 MeV [84].

Figure 35. Velocity spectra of the heavy fusion-like residues measured at 0HR = 15°. The

histograms are the experimental data, and the dashed lines are the Gaussian fits, (a) In-

clusive spectrum, (b) In coincidence with Q-particles emitted at 115". (c) In coincidence

with Q-particles of energies lower than 50 MeV (i.e., with vo < vbeam) emitted at 5". (d) In

coincidence w:.th Q-particles of energies higher than 50 MeV emitted at 5°. Arrow indicates

the compound nucleus velocity assuming the complete fusion [78].

Figure 36. Energy spectra of the projectile-like fragments witL = 16 emitted at

6PLF = 5° in coincidence with the light particles for the reaction Ar + Ag —> PLF + LP + X

at E/A=35 MeV [57].

Figure 37. Energy spectra of the projectile-like fragments (with ZPLF = 10 and ZPLF = 12)

emitted in reaction 40Ar+6SZn at E/A=19.6 MeV (a) and 35 MeV (6). The arrows indicate

the energies corresponding to the beam velocity [87].

Figure 38. Energy spectra for the oxygen nuclei emitted in reaction U(40AT, 0) at the

beam energy of 100 MeV/nucleon for two outgoing angles larger than the grazing angle [88].
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Figure 39. Displacement of the two Fermi spheres showing the momentum distribution of

nucléons within the projectile and the target for different relative velocities at contact of

them. The radius of the dashed circle corresponds to the highest bound state in the target

(~ EF + 8 MeV) (from [89]).

Figure 40. Schematic picture of the a-particle energy spectra and of expected contribu-

tions of the four mechanisms of their formation (see the text) at the beam energy ~ 20

MeV/nucleon: (1) - evaporation from compound nucleus, (2) - incomplete fusion reaction.

(3) - 'inelastic break-up', (4) - elastic break-up. The dashed line corresponds to the to-

tal yield of evaporative a-paricles (from compound nucleus and from other heavy residues

formed in the process (2) and (3) ).
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